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A U.S. initiative created to design space
planes laid the framework for the space
shuttle program. During the 1950s, the
need for reusable space vehicles became
evident; however, the race to the moon
put the plans on hold until the early
1970s, when Nixon announced the shuttle
program. (Wall, 2011).
 In 1976, after the success of the moon
program, NASA developed a test shuttle,
Enterprise, for atmospheric test flights. The
first orbital flight, conducted by shuttle
Columbia, had two crew members - John
Young, and Bob Crippen. The objective
was to ensure the shuttle could survive the 
 environment of space (Howell, 2017).
The First
Design
The shuttle design was influenced by calculations 
from the U.S. military and a limited budget. The 
military determined the size of the cargo bay to 
allow for large satellites (Howell, 2017). There were 
three shuttle components: the orbiter, external tank, 
and solid rocket boosters. The external tank was not 
reusable because it burned upon on reentry (NASA - 
Shuttle Basics, n.d.).  
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its first orbital flight.
It orbited the Earth
37 times (NASA,
n.d.).
Cover Image Source: ([This Week in NASA History: STS-85 Launches – Aug. 7, 1997]. (1997).)
Astronaut Views on the Shuttle
Image Source: ([Dick Covey]. (n.d.).)
"No matter how many times you ride this
rocket, you're always a bit taken aback by
the ignition of the solid rocket motors,"   
- Colonel Richard Covey Pilot during
STS-26 (‘Roger, Go’: Remembering the
Shuttle’s Return to Flight, 30 Years Ago,
2018).
"It was like dancing in the cosmos" 
- Astronaut Jim Wetherbee during
shuttle Discovery's rendezvous on
STS-63  (Mitchell, 2018).
Image Source: ([CAPT, USN (RET) Jim Wetherbee]. (n.d.).)
- John Young, after his two man orbital flight of
STS-1 (Mitchell, 2018).
"This vehicle is performing like a champ. I've got a super
spaceship under me." 
- STS-1 astronaut Bob Crippen  (Mitchell, 2018).
Image Source: ([This Week in NASA History: ASTRO-2 Launches – Mar. 2, 1995]. (1995).) 
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